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Stats of ssjeeaaah into the. Bu^J^h

Machine Type X at OKH/MJZ/^I*

In Tanuarv or February, 1942, in view of my being engaged on ^gf>,
the m/IZ" ™ aliWe UilabXe to » J^^g—g.?^
7/VI. This contained various report, on ^"^^
them by Insp. (?) Breede probably written in the Winter of J9/40, tut

they contained complete nonsense. An imaginary ^hl%f^^
ing whatever to do with Type X was Ascribed in them, ^^y/^^*
things were later investigations by some mathematicians from the fxrst

half of 1940. I do not know who the people were, as the reports as a

rule did not bear the names of the authors, but were only sxgned off toy

the Head of Section. But I seem to remember hearing that Dr. Schulz was

one of the leading personalities. Now, after three and a half years, x

still remember the following :-

l) By means of ordinary letter statistics on some 10,000 cipher let-

ters, it was established that this was a system similar to Enigma; i.e.

a system in which any letter X of the alphabet was changed, on an av-

erage equally frequently, into each of the other letters a, b, ex-

cept X itself. The frequency-curve of the cipher letters which one

would expect theoretically was fairly well attained - Z, it is true,

being assumed to be the separating letter. In this connection, I re-

member the following curious phenomenon, which, however, had no prac-

tical significance: the statistics of all the first, all the second,

and all the third letters of the cipher text produced the result that

in the clear text A must be especially frequent in the first position,

I in the second, and R in the third; this was obviously caused by the

fact that AIR was a particularly frequent beginning of a message.

2) The examination of a few thousand of the 5-letter message settings

showed that in the case of one message being enciphered immediately

after another, the following relationship between the two message-

settings frequently existed:

a) In the case of messages enciphered one immediately after the

other, the two right-hand letters very often remained unchanged.

b) The 3 left-hand letters often changed, when passing from the

first message to the second, in the same way as the initial position of
the wheels of a German Army Enigma would change after a message of the
same length had been enciphered, with the following two differences:

A) The centre and thus also the left-hand wheel moves more quickly;
and it was possible to explain this greater speed exactly by assuming
that there were 2, instead of 1, turn-overs on the right-hand wheel.

B) The sequence of the letters on the circumference of the wheels
could not be purely alphabetical: it must have been conditionally alpha-
betical - I believe roughly as follows:

It xs worthy of note that the findings a) and b) were achieved entirely
wxthout the axd of captured material or other knowledge of the machine
and only developed out of a very large volume of traffic, and based solely
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on the fact that when enoyphering a message <*» operator *^£e

^
chose exactly, or very nearly, the final positn.cn of the previous mes

sage as the new message setting*

3) A Type X without wheels was captured during the French campaign

(probably near Dunkirk) , and also some documents in which an English

cipher security officer points out that he has recently noticed fre-

quent breaches of the strict regulation that wheels should be turned on

at random after a message has been enciphered. It was particularly dan-

gerous in the case of the two wheels which did not turn on automatically

if they remained in the same position in 2 consecutively enciphered mes-

sages, for this gave the enemy important hints on the construction of

the machine. In addition the wiring of a reflector wheel was captured

somewhere. .

4) I vaguely remember reading somewhere in the papers something about

25 wheels belonging to the machine.

5) Casual consideration was also given to the question whether, if one

knew the inner wiring Of the wheels, one might be able to tackle the

problem of breaking. But nobody at In 7/Vl went into this in any detail

as, in view of the fact that we had no wheel wirings at all, it was of

no practical interest.

At any rate, no single Type X message was broken while I was at
IN 7/VI (later Ag N/NA) , i.e. until June '44, and I cannot believe that
this changed at all in the following months 0 I have also never heard
of any other department engaged on cryptanalysis ever decoding a Type X
message.

(trans: K.C.K.)


